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`wARNTER T. CUBBE}RTEY, OF' wASHINGToN, 1DISITRLCT OF COTU]MBA. 

SUPPOR' ]E'O]R, 'WERITICAL, 1']]LBS, 

Application filed May 20, 1929. 

My present invention has reference, in its 
broad aspect, to improvements in means for 
Supporting letter folders, files or enwelopes, 
Or other folders, files, enwelopes or the like, 
such as case files, loose-leaf files, card files, 
maps, draWings, paper SheetS and the like, in 
a vertical, or substantially wertical position 
in what is ordinarily termed a file cabinet, 
box or the like, especially those types of file 
calpinets hawing drawers prOwided with a fol 
lower and designed to receive the files and 
classify theIn alphabetically or otherwise by 
spacing sheets or the like. It is also my 
purpose to prOwide a dewice of this general 
character' which may be detached or removed 
from a file cabinet and used as a temporary 
desk file rack OI' support. All office workers 
are well aware of the fact that files,• folders 
and the like have a marked temdency to slip 
or bend or slump down in a file cabinet. 
This is largely due to the fact that the part 
of the file or folder contacting with the bot 
tOn Of the file drawer of the cabinet tends to 
slip, and the body of the file or folder to 
bend When it has a slightly angular relation 
ship. So that in tiname the folders or files, or 
dI'aWings, or whatewer may be filed, aSSumme 
a curved shape and slump down in the file 
{lI'a wr(?1'. 
to remedy this condition, such as stiff paper 
Or paper-board alphabetical partitioning de 
wices, stiff cardboard fillers, relatively stiff 
folders, expansible enwelopes hawing a tend 
ency to be Supported in an upright position 
by their relatively broad bottom edge, fol 

t lówers, and the like. All of these have been 
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found lan|Ore or less unsatisfactory from a 
C'Omimercial an(l practical standpoint either 
because of COst, collaplexity or the slight sup 
|port 'which they give to' the folder or file. 
It is essential, I have found to accomplish 
two ends in order to support a file or folder 
in a vertical or substantially wertical posi 
tion ; first, it must be prewented from Ship 
ping at its bottom edge, and Second the side 
faces must be Supported in a wertical posi 
tion by Some means closely adjacent theretO 
which will not flex, bend or give. Such a 
dewice must also be capable of remOwal, 
quick change of position in a file drawer, 
must not damage the files, increase the 
weight of the cabinet appreciably, and it 
must be inexpensive, easy to manufacture, 
and capable of being sold at a relatively 
Small cost. Ordinary sheet metal book ends 
of the type bent at right-angles in the unid 

Warious means have been proposed '' 

Serial No. 364.524. 

dle will not serve the present purpose for 
the reason that mo positiwe engagement or 
lock is effected with the folder, file, drawing, 
sheet to be supported On edge, or the like, 
so that the foldler, file, drawing or the like 
still has the tendency and the Capacity to 
slip, bend in the middle and slump down. 
My present invention consists in its more 

Specific aspect in bending a strip of sheet, 
metal at right angles somewhere near its 
middle portlon, or at least at any portion 
where a relatively wertical portion, and a, 
relatively horizontal portion will be had, 
and providing the horizontal portion with 
suitable means such as Corrugations, ribs, 
indentations, up-struck portions, or the like 
between which the bottom edges of files, 
folder's, drawings or , the like are received 
and engage to positively hold the same in 
place; the vertical portion functioning to 
Stupport the file, folder', drawing, card (in 
an index) Or the like in a substantially wer 
tical position. My dewice, furthermore, is 
so formed that the horizontal portions of 
adjacent supports interlock-that is the cor 
rugations, I'ibs, etc. of One Support inter 
engage with those of another next adjacent 
so that when desired, '' all of the Supports 
will be interlocked together in a file drawer 
to function as a unit. My dewice is also de 
signed to be utilized to support files, folders, 
and . the like on a desk or the like, it being 
merely necessary to place the wertical por 
tions of two supports at the ends with the 
ends of the horizontal portionS Owerlapping 
and interengaging to be held in place by the 
Weight of the files and Support the Same in 
substantially a, vertical position after the 
manner of a, rack. My dewice is adaptable 
also to be · used as a temporary card index 
or card cont:aimer, or temporary folder or 
file container, and it, is capable of being ar 
tistically and pleasingly decorated. Ordi 
narity some types of file cabinet drawers are 
prow ided with locking rods ; that is, a rod 
will extend through the bottom of the 
drawer longitudinally upon which the al 
|phabetical spacers are threaded by means 
of tabs. My dewice may be so formed that 
it may be used with this type of file cabinet 
drawer, and may be either threaded on the 
rod or not, depending upon the wishes of 
the party using the file cabinet. Mw sup 
port may be So formed that it will present, 
a smooth portion in conta('t with the base 
to which it is applied, as a file drawer or 
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table, so that the corrugations, ribs or the 
like Will not come into contact, therewith, 
and to this end I sometimes form may de 
wice with smooth portions along the Sides, 
or elsewhere, such as along the middle of 
the cOrrugated or rubbed portion or at in 
terwals longitudinally thereof. My Support 
may be so struck from a strip of sheet metal 
that it has horizontal portions both front 
and back, in which case the corrugated back 
portion or extension or lip Will be ·inter 
locked between the front cOrrugated pOr 
tions of ...the next adjacent, Support by the 
edges of the files Or folders. The type of 
corrugations, ribs or the like is in all cases 
Subject to choice depending on conditionS 
and therefore in the appended drawings l 
hawe shown a number of forms. 
Other and equally important advantages 

and objects Of my invention may be briefly 
defined as follows; first, my dewice is formed 
of a single strip of sheet metal and may be 
bent and formed in a simple Operation of 
a machine and may be sold at relatively 
Small cost; second it is roadily }'el11Owable 
and capable of being repositioned in a file 
drawer with little trouble; third, when pack 
aged for shipment they can be nested one 
On top of the other tO form a Small cOmp:u('t, 
package ; fourth, they may be used inter'- 
locked as a limit, or Separated ap:art, in the 
latter case the weight of the files, folders 
or the like will hold them in place, and they 
may be changed about in a file dra W'(?]', that 
is, Spaced nearer together Or furthe]' :a]]}:a rt 
to compensate for additions or rem()wal of 
files therefrom ; fifth, they are intor(*hange 
able for use either as a file cabinet, drawer 
acceSSOry, aS a desk acceSSOry Such as a rack, 
as a temporary rack for cards, folders or 
files, or the like; sixth, they may bó 8uppliod 
in units Or Sold Singly, are capable of wari 
Ous changes (minor) in shape and Size, can 
be artistically decorated, and colored, and ; 
Sewenth, they are capable of ISO With {all 
types of Wooden, metal, or Other forms Of 
modern file cabinets, drawers, and tho like 
Without in any Way modifying the construc 
tion of the file cabinet, draw(ºr Or the like. 
However, additional objects and advantages 
will be apparent as the detailed description 
Of the drawings proceeds. 
In the drawings forming a part of this 

application :- 
H'igure 1 is a perspecti we wiew my support, 
Figure 2, is a wiew of a file cabinet drawer 

and ' contents with my · Supports applied 
theretO, • 
Figure 8 is a perspective wiew of a modi 

fication of my Support constructed to oper 
ate in that type of file cabinet, drawer h?? w 
ing a longitudinal rod extending its length, 

Figure 4 are details of warious forms of 
corrugations Or ribs, Same being indicated 
at ABCD, 
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Figure 5. is a wieW of another modification 
of my dewice formed with Smooth portions 
to prewent contact of the CorrugationS Or 
ribs with a, base such as a drawer Or desk 
tOp, 

H'igure 6 is a wiew of a pair of my dewices 
interlocked at their bases or horizontal por 
tions to form a temporary rack for Cards, . 
files or folders, ~ 
Figure f' is a wiew of a further modifica 

tion of my dewice formed to be used with a 
file cabinet drawer hawing a center rod, and 
also formed to have a rear . Supporting 
flange. 

H'igure 8, wiew A shOWS a transwerse sec 
tion. Of a drawer With my SupportS Spaced 
apart, and wiew ·B shows substantially the 
position assumed by files and folders in a 
type of draWer not prOwided with my Sup 
pOrts; i. e. it shOWs the files slumped down. 

Figure. 9 is a blank from which the type 
Of my Support shOWn in Figure 1 is made, 

H'igure 10 is a wiew of my dewice when 
modified to be threaded on the rod in that 
type of drawer hawing a center longitudinal 
rOd, 

H'igu]'o 11 is a wiew of types of corruga 
tions, ribs OI' the like, when Same do not ex 
t(grad completoly across the horizontal por 
tions; these types, designated. ABCD aire 
especially adapted for the form of my de 
wice shown in l'igure 12, . 

H'igure 12 shows my dewice modified to 
ha.We upstruck portions and designed to be 
used as a te}amporary rack Or tray or the 
like for cards, drawings, files or folders, and 

H'igure 18 is a wiew of another modified 
form of my Support hawing a rear corrugat 
ed portion as well as a front corrugated 
portion. 
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In the drawings wherein like or similar ? 
characters of reference are used to desig 
nate like or similar parts :- 
The numeral (1) '' designates the wertical 

portion of my Support, and (2) the hori 
ZOntal portion. · The Support, is formed by 
bending a strip of sheet metal cl'OSS-wise to 
prOwide tWO |portions extending substantial 
ly at right-angleS to each other. The hori 
ZOntal portion is cOI'r'ugated, ribbed or the 
like transwersely as at (8). In practice the 
Wertical portion of the Support Serves to 
maintain a file, folder, drawing or the like 
in a wertical position, but to do so it is neces 
Sary that the horizontal portion be corru 
gated as at (8) to positively prewent the 
bottom edge of the same from slipping. 
The file drawer, which is of a conventional 

type is designated by (4) and it has a front, 
(5), bottom (6), side (?); and back (8) and 
a, follower (9); the files, folders or the like 
are designated by (10), and as shown in 
Figure 2 my dewices are placed in the drawer 
with the hOrizontal portions extending in 
the same direction (which may be either for 
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Ward or backWard) and owerlapping as at 
(11) with the corrugations interengaging 
to form a substantially interrelated unit. 
However, it is not mecessary to the operative 
ness of my support thait the several supportS 
be overlapped and interlocked as in R'igure 
2, since they may be spaced apart, if desired, 
as in Figure 8, wriewA; in which position 
the weight of the files will hold them in 
plauce and they serve equally as well. It is 
not possible for files to slump down or bend 
as showTn in wiew B of R'igure 8 for the rea 
son that for every given number (say six or' 
eight, or more) of files one of my supportS 
is provided, and the corrugated base pre 
wents the files or folders from slipping or 
slumping down while the wertical portions 
forman stiff guides to hold them in wrertical 
pOSition. My Supports are not wisible upon 
glancing into a file drawer since they do not 
(preferably) extend to the tops of the fold 
ers or the like. 
W'hem it is desired to use a pair of my sup 

ports_for_a temporary I'ack or the like, they 
are placed with the horizontal portions (2) 
extending toWard each other and overlap 
ping to interlock, in Which position they are 
held by the Weight of the files, foldlers, cards, 
drawings or the like as shown in R'igut I'e 6. 

Certain types of file cabinet drawers are 
prOwided with center' longitudimal rods (11*) 
on Which files, cards or alphabetical spacers 
(12) may be throaded by means of tabs (18) 
ha wring openings (14). When used with this 
type of file drawer, or the like, the horizon 
tal portion (2) of my support is provided 
With a Center_slot (15) extending length 
Wrise thereof which extends about and some 
times past the tab portion (18) and beneath 

' the spacer or folder or the like as shown in 
Figure 8. On the other hand if it is de 
sired also to thread my Supports on a rod 
(11*) the center slot (15) may be formed 
by striking out a portion of the metal to 
form a lip or tab (16) which extends down 
wardly in the plame of the vertical portion 
and is provided with an Opening (1), as 
shown in Figure 10. ~ 

If it is_desired to also provide a rear sup 
porting fiange, the vertical portion may be 
struck up from the center part of the lhori 
Zontal ribbed portion as shown in Figure ?', 
in which Case a right-angular fiange or ex 
tension is formed in the back of the wertical 
portion, designated here at (18). Where it 
is desired to provide a rear extension with 
('Orrugations to be interlocked between a 
pair of front corrugated portions by an edge 
of a folder or the like placed therebetween; 
the center portion of the horizontal ribbed 
portion is struck out and bent back as shown ? 
at (19) in Figure 13. Such a modified form 
is especially desirable where it is desired to 
interlock the supports when used with tabbed 
spacers or files with a rod (11*) as shown 

. in Figure 8, in which case the part (19) 
shown in dotted lines in Figure 8 is posi 
tioned between the ends extending past the 
Spacer. 
W'hen used as a temporary desk rack, my 

supports_may be prowided with suitable de 
signs or decorations (20) see Figure 6 which 
enh:amces the appearance thereof, and are 
preferably placed (on the outside wertical por 
tious as shown. ~ 

Tn Figu1'e 12 is shown a modified for'am 
which is especially desirable for ?!se as a 
temporary rack or stand for Cards, draw 
ings, foltle:'s, files or the like, and im which 
the forward edge : is provided with a verti 
Cal li]) Or flange (21), while instead of cor 
1'ug?ations OI' tribs a plurality of upstruck 
portions (22) may be used to support, the 
c:?1'ds. files or the like in substantially werti 
Cal position without crowding: said '' por 
tions (2,2) being designed to engage the bot 
t(): an etlgges of C'a1'ds, files, folders of the like . 
amad the same leamed back against the verti 
C'al portion (1) ; sliding is prevented, no 
()wererowding necessitated to hol?l the files, 
folders or the like in vertical position. and 
the files Or, folders.or cards or drawings may 
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be inclined back against the par't (1) at u . 
very slight angle from the vertical by simply 
foOting them against portions (22) nearer' 
the vertical portion. In Figure 11 are slhown 
in views -Al3CHO warious ttpstruck portions 
Such as defined with reference to I'igure 12; 
and in which, wriew A is of the type shown 
in Figure 12. 

Since it is oftentimes desirable to prosent 
a fl:tt Surface to the base, such as the bottom 
of a file cabinet drawer, or table, or the like, 
I fol'm 1any supports with fl:t portions (28) 
On Occasion, which may be about the margin 
thereof as shown in H'igure 5, or which may' 
be at sp:aced interwrals across the horizontal 
portion and extendling lengthwise thereof. 

Manifestly, irrespective of the typos (of 
corrutgations or ribs · used, or whether the 
Sttpports have flat portions or not, they may 
be nested together for packing to provide au 
relati wr('ly compact pauckage for shipment. 
In practice I form my supports of suitably 

stiif sheet metal, and when completed they 
Imay be painted an attractive color or not 
depending on the characteristics of the 
trade: they may also be decorated. Their 
size depends on the size of the file, folder. 
can'd or drawer with reference to which they 
are used, and they may be manufactured and 
sold at relatively small cost. It is beliewed 
that the operation and manner of using my 
devices or supports is obvious from the fore 
going description. * 

W'hile there has been illustrated in the 
drawings and described in the foregoing 
specification a special embOdiment of my in 
wrention, it is to be understood that the com 
bination and arrangement of parts may be 
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changed, and that interpretation of the in 
wention should Only be conclusive . When 

· made in the light of the Subjoined claims... ? 
I claim :- . ^ 
1. A. Support for vertical files compris 

ing a, body bent to prOwide a Substantially 
vertical portion, and a horizontal portion, 
and a, Series of upwardly extending ribs 
formed on the horizontal portion' extending 
from one end to the other thereof for posi- " 
tively engaging the bottom edges of files' 
to prevent; the same from slipping. 

2. A Support for.wertical fles comprising 
a plurality of members, each bent to pro 

* wide a substantially wertical portion, and a, 
horizontal portion, the vertical portions to 
engage one side of a group of wertical files, 
and the horizontal portions hawing meanS 
formed therein to positively engage the bot 
tOm edges of files tO prevent slipping, cer 
tain of said means of the several members 
interengaging So that Said member's function 
a.S a, unit. ^ ? 

8. A support for vertical files comprising 
a plurality of members each having a, Sub 
stantially wertical portion and a Substantial 

· iy horizontal portion, the horizontal por 
tions partially Overlapping, and meanS’ On 
the horizontal portions arranged in a serieS 
extending from end to end thereof for pre- . 
wenting files from slipping, certain of said 
means being adapted to interengage SO that 
said members function as a unit. 

4. A device of the character described 
comprising a, sheet-metal body bent inter 
mediate its ends to form a substantially wer-- 
tical and a horizontal portion, and the hori 
Zontal portion being prOwided with Spaced 
elevated portions arranged in a series ex-- 
tending from end to" end of the horizontal 
portionS. ~ 

5. Interengaging members for Supporting 
wertical files, said members having partially 
overlapping horizontal portions, and relar 
tively Spaced-apart Substantially wertical 
portions, the horizontal portions being COr 
ifugated to positively engage the bottom 
edges. of wertical files to prevent slipping 

• and certain of the corrugations of each of 
said horizontal portions interengaging and 
held together by the weight of the files rest 

| ing thereOn. 
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6. The combination with the drawer of a 
file cabinet of the type hawing a center rod 
and spacers threaded, thereon, of SupportS 

1,725,702 

for files in the drawer each having a, vertical 
portion and horizontal porticms, the hori 
ZOntal portions hawing a gap therebetween 
to be positioned ower the rod and receive the 
portions Of the SpacerS engaging the rod. 

'f. The combination with the drawer of a 
file cabinet of the type having a, center rod 
therein and spacers having tabs threaded on 
the rod, of supports_for files in the drawer 
each having a, vertical portion and hori 
ZOntal portions, the horizontal portions haw 
ing a gap therebetween to be positioned ower 
the rod and receive the tabs of spacers en 
gaging the rod, and the horizontal portions ' 
being corrugated or ribbed. 

8. An office accessory comprising a, sheet, 
metal member adapted to be placed in the 
drawer of a wertical file cabinet, and com 
prising a plane Substantially wertical por 
tion · for sustaining files in a wertical posi 
tion, and a substantially horizontal portion 
forming a supporting foot for the same be 
neath the files, said horizontal portion being 
provided with upward protrutsions for posi 
tive engagement with the bottom edges of 
the files to prevent slipping of the files. 
' 9. A dewice of · the character described 
comprising a plurality of Similarly formed 
Supports each hawing portions which inter 
engage when they are placed one upon the 
other to form a file-Supporting unit; for a 
file cabinet, and each of said supports being 
freely separable and hawing means for suS 
taining the files in substantially wertical po 
sition. . " " ' * 

10. A follower system for maintaining 
files in a wertical position" comprising a plu 
rality of similarly formed substantially L-- 
Shaped members adapted to be placed in the ' 
receptacle holding the files tG freely slide 
upOn the bottom thereof, the borizontal por 
tions of the members being formed with raised portions, which when the members 

· · are mowed together are adapted to interen 
gage, the horizontal portions engaging be 
neath the bottom edges of the files and said 
raised portions being of Such form that said 
members may be mowed together upon the 
application of slight pressure to pack and 
support the files between the 'wertical por 
tions, said wertical portions functioning as 
Supports for the files. 
In testimony whereof, I affix my Signature 

hereunto. ~ 

WARN]RR ][.. CUBBERLEY. 
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